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Abstract The Humboldt and the Benguela upwelling systems are connected to the equatorial variability
through the coastal waveguide, so that a large variance of the coastal sea level and current variability can
be described as an inﬁnite sum of orthonormal free Coastal-Trapped Wave (CTW) modes. The objective of
this study is to infer the CTW mode contributions to the coastal variability in both systems at subseasonal
timescales (<120 days) from regional ocean circulation model simulations. We develop and validate twin
regional model conﬁgurations of the southeastern Paciﬁc and Atlantic Oceans. Cross-shore spatial structures
of the ﬁrst four free CTW modes are then derived from model mean stratiﬁcation and topography along the
southwestern African and South American continents. We introduce and validate a new methodology to
estimate the gravest CTW mode contributions to model pressure and alongshore current. Our formulation
draws on the orthonormality of the CTW modal structures, and uses a simple projection of the coastal and
bottom model pressure onto each CTW structure. Results give conﬁdence in the ability of this modal
decomposition methodology to disentangle CTW mode contributions from complex nonlinear coastal
processes that control the coastal subseasonal variability. In both systems, it allows to successfully extract
the gravest poleward propagating CTW modes with velocities close to the theoretical values and
amplitudes consistent with the solutions of a simple multimode linear CTW model. Furthermore, results
show that both systems exhibit relatively different CTW dynamics and forcings which are discussed in the
companion paper (Illig et al., 2018).

Plain Language Summary Coastal-trapped waves propagate in the ocean along the continental
shelves, with the coast on their left in the southern hemisphere. They exert an important inﬂuence on the
coastal circulation and mixing, with notable implications for productive ecosystems. We introduce a new
methodology to estimate the amplitude of these waves and their contribution to the coastal sea level and
alongshore current variability. It beneﬁts from a relatively simple implementation and is adapted to ocean
model solutions. We validate this method using twin regional ocean model conﬁgurations of the southeastern Paciﬁc and Atlantic Oceans. This novel approach allows to successfully extract the contribution of the
southward propagating coastal waves in these two different systems, with velocities close to the theoretical
values and amplitudes consistent with the dynamics of a simple linear coastal model. This gives conﬁdence
in the ability of this new technique to disentangle coastal wave contributions from complex nonlinear processes that control the ocean variability in coastal fringes. Furthermore, results show that both systems
exhibit drastic differences in the coastal wave dynamics at subseasonal timescales (<120 days) which are
discussed in the companion paper (Illig et al., 2018).

1. Introduction
C 2018. American Geophysical Union.
V

All Rights Reserved.

Located in the South-Eastern Paciﬁc (SEP) and South-Eastern Atlantic (SEA) Oceans, the Humboldt and the
Benguela upwelling systems host among the most productive ecosystems of the world (Bakun & Weeks,
2008; Chavez et al., 2008). The ocean dynamics is controlled by alongshore equatorward Trade winds. Their
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space/time modulation impacts the intensity of the upwelling through Ekman processes (transport and
pumping), and forces Coastal-Trapped Waves (CTW). CTW are subinertial waves which propagate along the
continental shelves, with the coast on their left in the Southern Hemisphere. These waves can exert an
important inﬂuence on coastal circulation, exchange, and mixing (Huthnance, 1995). Their periods range
from a few days to weeks, with phase speed between 1 and 10 m.s21 for different CTW wave modes
(Clarke, 1977). Another speciﬁc feature of the coastal southeastern Paciﬁc and Atlantic oceans is their relative proximity to the equatorial ocean which makes them particularly sensitive to the oceanic equatorial
dynamics (SEP: Belmadani et al., 2012; Brink, 1982; Echevin et al., 2014; Illig et al., 2014; Pizarro et al., 2002;
SEA: Bachèlery et al., 2016a, 2016b; Florenchie et al., 2004; Polo et al., 2008; Rouault et al., 2007, 2017). The
coastal waveguide can indeed be considered as an extension of the equatorial waveguide, since part of the
eastward propagating equatorial wave energy excites poleward-propagating CTW (Clarke, 1983; Enﬁeld
et al., 1987; Moore, 1968). Therefore, in the SEA and SEP, two forcings for CTW are at work: the remote equatorial forcing and the local wind stress forcing.
Using sea level data (from altimetry or tide gauges) and current meter measurements, convincing elements
have been presented for poleward CTW propagations at subseasonal timescales along the edges of southwestern South American (In situ: Clarke & Ahmed, 1999; Enﬁeld et al., 1987; Hormazabal et al., 2002; Leth,
2000; Pizarro et al., 2001; Shaffer et al., 1997;, Remote: Pizarro et al., 2002) and African (In situ: Schumann &
Brink, 1990, Remote: Goubanova et al., 2013; Polo et al., 2008) continents. From the equator down to
Northern Angola (128S), intraseasonal CTW imprint onto the Sea Level Anomalies (SLA) by a few centimeters
(2 cm) (Polo et al., 2008). Along the West Coast of South Africa, coastal SLA measurement analyses show
that wind-stress ﬂuctuations can trigger resonant CTW whose amplitude can peak to 50 cm (Schumann &
Brink, 1990). Along the coast of Peru, in the period ranging from days to weeks, SLA and subsurface temperature ﬂuctuations are primarily controlled by remotely forced CTW (Cornejo-Rodriguez & Enﬁeld, 1987;
Smith, 1978), mainly during the winter period (Cornejo-Rodriguez & Enﬁeld, 1987). Measurements at 158S,
near Pisco (Peru), also indicate a signiﬁcant role of wind forcing (Brink et al., 1978; Stuart, 1981). Off Chile,
the signature of equatorially forced intraseasonal CTW can be observed as far South as 308S (Shaffer et al.,
1997), where 15 cm CTW SLA variations have been reported (Leth & Middleton, 2004). At 308S off Chile,
CTW have been shown to amplify the core ﬂow of the Peru-Chile Undercurrent by a factor 3 compared to
its mean annual value (Shaffer et al., 1997). In both systems, these results are supported by recent modeling
studies in which sensitivity experiments to the remote and local forcings are performed (SEP: Echevin et al.,
2014; Illig et al., 2014; SEA: Bachèlery et al., 2016a, 2016b). Along their propagation path, downwelling
(upwelling) CTW lead to a deepening (lifting) of the thermocline and the nutricline of the order of tens of
meters, and to the poleward (equatorward) advection of shelf waters of up to several hundred kilometers.
Furthermore, since primary production can respond to changes in nutrient concentrations on time scales
shorter than 50 days, it has been suggested that these waves may have a substantial impact on such very
productive ecosystems (Echevin et al., 2014; Shaffer et al., 1997).
The formalism of CTW is well established for free inviscid CTW (Brink, 1989, 1991; Huthnance, 1978). Where
the long wave assumption (frequencies smaller than the inertial frequency and alongshore scales of motion
larger than the shelf width) can be satisﬁed, CTW can be represented by a sum of gravest modes whose
spatial structure and phase velocity depend on cross-shore topography and stratiﬁcation (Brink & Chapman,
1987). The amplitude of these modes satisﬁes a fully coupled inﬁnite set of forced, ﬁrst-order wave equations (Clarke & Brink, 1985), in which the CTW amplitude is controlled by the equatorial forcing, the alongshore wind-stress ﬂuctuations, the frictional dissipation, and the modal energy scattering.
Using in situ measurements several approaches have been developed to estimate the amplitude of CTW.
From sparse in situ observations, Church et al. (1986a) inferred the amplitude of CTW modes from measurements taken from mooring lines. These authors describe the observed coastal variability as a linear combination of the three gravest CTW modes and an empirical eddy mode. CTW amplitudes that satisfy this set of
equations minimizing the residual by least squares ﬁtting are the Moore-Penrose solution. However, this
procedure needs a large data set, which samples the water column where the CTW spatial structures are
orthogonal. On the other hand, Clarke and Van Gorder (1986) presented a practical method for solving the
CTW coupled set of equations. They provided the formulation of a simple multimode linear model in which
CTW travel only in one direction along the coastline and are subject to a boundary condition at the starting
point, i.e., the equatorial forcing in the SEP and SEA coastal systems. These formalisms were remarkably
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successful in predicting coastal observed sea level and alongshore current time series in many different
regions including Australia (Church et al., 1986a, 1986b), the Mediterranean Sea (Jordi et al., 2005), the East
China Sea (Yin et al., 2014), the West Florida shelf (Mitchum & Clarke, 1986), as well as in the California
(Chapman, 1987, Davis & Bogden, 1989) and Humboldt (Brink, 1982; Pizarro et al., 2001) current systems.
Despite the important contribution of CTW to the coastal dynamics in both sectors, a limited amount of
research has been made to describe CTW characteristics along the southwestern African continent. Also, to
our knowledge, there are no previous studies conﬁrming that observed CTW in the SEA have modal structures and propagation characteristics consistent with the one expected from the theoretical background.
The objective of this study is to provide useful materials for the identiﬁcation, and the estimation of CTW
mode contribution to coastal variability in the two systems, in order to explain their similarities and differences at subseasonal timescales as observed from altimetry (cf., the companion paper, Illig et al., 2018). Due
to the lack of an adequate observation network in the two regions of interest, our approach is based on
numerical experimentation with a regional ocean circulation model, with the objective of estimating free
CTW modal structures, amplitudes and parameters (namely their phase speed, frictional and wind projection coefﬁcients) along the southwestern South American and African coasts. We will explore a new
approach for estimating the amplitude of the gravest CTW modes based on the orthonormality property
(Brink, 1989; Clarke, 1977) of the CTW modal structures along the coast. This methodology is relatively simple to implement and is adapted to model solutions where bottom pressure values are available. The skills
of this methodology will be evaluated in the light of the solutions of a simple multimode CTW linear model.
We will take advantage of the differences between the two systems that will provide various conﬁgurations
to test out our modal decomposition methodology. We will also discuss the CTW contributions obtained
from the existing semiempirical methodology developed by Church et al. (1986a). Notably, the estimation
of free CTW parameters and CTW amplitudes from model mean stratiﬁcation and cross-shore topography is
a prerequisite before inferring and comparing the characteristics of each CTW mode along the coastal
American and African systems. Our results will also allow disentangling the signature of CTW propagations
triggered by local wind-stress ﬂuctuations on the coastal variability from the one associated with the
remote equatorial forcing. This will be the objective of the companion paper (Illig et al., 2018).
The paper is structured as follows: observed data sets and global reanalysis used in this study are described
in section 2. Section 3 introduces the twin regional ocean circulation model conﬁgurations of the southeastern Paciﬁc and Atlantic Oceans and their validation against in situ and satellite data. Section 4 is devoted to
a brief review of the CTW theory, the description of the methodologies used to estimate the amplitude of
the gravest CTW modes, and the formulation of the simple multimode CTW linear model. In section 5,
derived gravest CTW mode contributions to the coastal subseasonal variability obtained with our new
methodology are compared to linear CTW model solutions and CTW characteristics are evaluated against
the theoretical background. Section 6 provides a discussion of our results and an analysis of sensitivity
experiments carried out with the methodology developed by Church et al. (1986a), followed by concluding
remarks and perspectives to this work.

2. Data and Methods
For the forcing and the estimation of our regional model performances, in situ and remote sensing data,
along with reanalysis outputs are used.
2.1. Satellite Data
Wind and Wind-Stress: The near-surface atmospheric circulation over the ocean is described using daily
zonal and meridional wind stress components from the NASA satellite QuikSCAT (Blanke et al., 2005). Homogeneous temporal series of daily mean wind and wind stress ﬁelds, on global 0.58 3 0.58 resolution grids,
are generated from L2B product (distributed by JPL/PO.DAAC) by the French ERS Processing and Archiving
Facility CERSAT (http://cersat.ifremer.fr/data/products/catalogue). Note that in the near-coastal region,
QuikSCAT wind stress data are masked and are not available within 25 km off the coast due to land contamination. For modeling purposes, an extrapolation of wind amplitude and momentum ﬂuxes was performed within QuikSCAT blind zone using a simple near-neighbor procedure.
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SLA: We use the gridded AVISO combined product for SLA, provided by the Ocean Topography EXperiment
TOPEX/Poseidon/Jason and the European Remote Sensing Satellite ERS-1/2 data sets, from January 2000 up
to December 2008 with a weekly frequency on a 1/38 Mercator grid (Ducet et al., 2000; Le Traon et al.,
1998). Data can be downloaded from Aviso1 data server (http://www.aviso.altimetry.fr/en/data/products).
2.2. Global Reanalysis
Oceanic Reanalysis: 5 day averages of the Simple Ocean Data Assimilation (SODA) outputs mapped onto a
uniform 0.58 3 0.58 3 40 level grid (19 vertical levels in the upper 500 m depth) are prescribed as initial and
open lateral boundary conditions for our regional ocean model simulations (cf., section 3.1). SODA combines the Los Alamos implementation of the POP (Parallel Ocean Program) model with a sequential estimation data assimilation method (Carton et al., 2000; Carton & Giese, 2008). The version used for this paper
(SODA 2.1.6) is forced by outputs from the European ReAnalysis-40 (ERA-40) from 1958 to 2001 and then by
ERA-Interim for the period spanning from 2002 to 2008. SODA 2.1.6 assimilates all available data from
hydrographic stations, expendable bathythermographs, and ﬂoats, but does not use satellite altimetry. In
this version, hydrographic observations come from WOD09 (Boyer et al., 2009) using their standard level
temperature and salinity data. More details of the SODA system can be found in Carton et al. (2005) and in
Carton and Giese (2008). Data can be downloaded from the SODA/TAMU data server (http://soda.tamu.edu/
data.htm).
Atmospheric Reanalysis: For consistency with the use of SODA, we used daily averages of ocean surface heat
and water forcings (2 m air temperature and humidity, shortwave, long-wave, and precipitations) from the
European Center for Medium-Range Weather (ECMWF) ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011) for our
ocean simulations. ERA-Interim data sets are available from 1979 to present on a T255 horizontal resolution
with 60 vertical levels. Data can be downloaded from the ECMWF data server (http://apps.ecmwf.int/datasets/data/interim-full-daily).
2.3. Estimation of the Remote Equatorial Forcing
SODA 2.1.6 model outputs are further used to quantify the equatorial forcing over the 2000–2008 period.
Note that the coarse temporal resolution of SODA forcing at our disposal (5 day) prevents the analysis of
periods lower than 10 days, and in particular the role of mixed Rossby gravity waves (Enﬁeld et al., 1987)
will not be addressed in this study.
Equatorial Kelvin Wave (EKW) amplitudes are estimated using a modal decomposition of the variability
(pressure and zonal current). SODA outputs have shown to be efﬁcient in capturing the salient features of
the propagating characteristics (phase speed and amplitude) of EKW contributions for both the equatorial
Paciﬁc (Dewitte et al., 2008a, 2008b; Illig et al., 2014) and Atlantic (Bachèlery et al., 2016a; Goubanova et al.,
2013) Oceans. Contributions of the ﬁrst four EKW modes in the Paciﬁc and the Atlantic Oceans are computed following the methodology described in Illig et al. (2004). This method consists in deriving vertical
modes from seasonally and zonally slow-varying stratiﬁcation over which pressure and zonal current anomalies are projected. This provides the baroclinic mode contributions to sea level and zonal current which are
then projected onto the theoretical meridional structures of EKW, accounting explicitly for the coastal
boundary near the equator in the Gulf of Guinea (Cane & Sarachik, 1979). EKW are expressed in terms of the
amplitude of EKW contribution to sea level anomalies.
2.4. Climatology and Subseasonal Anomalies
Data and model monthly climatologies are estimated over the 2000–2008 period. They are then interpolated onto a daily time axis using cubic splines.
In order to isolate the subseasonal variability, we use the methodology from Goubanova et al. (2013), Illig
et al. (2014), and Bachèlery et al. (2016a). Subseasonal anomalies are estimated as the departure from the
1–2-1 monthly running weighted average time series. In order to ensure that no seasonal cycle remains, the
monthly climatology is also removed. This method is similar to a high-pass ﬁlter with a transfer function
characterized by a 21, 23, 210 dB attenuation (79%, 50%, 10% of the input power survives) at 117, 168,
466 day, respectively (Mosquera-Vasquez et al., 2014).
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3. Regional Oceanic Simulations
In order to estimate the CTW subseasonal contribution along the coasts of Peru/Chili and Southwest Africa,
we developed twin regional oceanic model conﬁgurations of the southeastern Paciﬁc and Atlantic Oceans.
This section is devoted to the description of these conﬁgurations, followed by a brief analysis of the model
performances with regards to the mean state and the subseasonal variability.
3.1. Regional Ocean Model Configurations
Regional oceanic simulations were performed with the AGRIF version (Debreu et al., 2012; Penven et al.,
2006) of the Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS, Shchepetkin & McWilliams, 2005) version 3.1 available at www.romsagrif.org. ROMS is a split explicit, free-surface, topography-following coordinate model
that solves the three-dimensional Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations based on the Boussinesq and
hydrostatic approximations. ROMS uses ﬁnite-difference approximations on a horizontal curvilinear Arakawa
C grid and on a vertical stretched terrain-following coordinate system. Momentum, scalar advection, and
diffusive processes are solved using transport equations. An equation of state computes the density ﬁeld
that accounts for temperature and salinity. A third-order upstream biased advection scheme (Shchepetkin
& McWilliams, 1998) is used for momentum and tracers, while the subgrid-scale vertical mixing is parameterized using a K-Proﬁle Parameterization (KPP) boundary layer scheme (Large et al., 1994). Explicit lateral
viscosity is null everywhere in the model, except in sponge layers near the open boundaries.
Our southeastern Paciﬁc ROMS conﬁguration (ROMSSEP ) resembles the one of Dewitte et al. (2012). The
domain covers the region between 408S and 128N, spanning from 958W to the South American coast (Figure
1c). The southeastern Atlantic conﬁguration (ROMSSEA ) is similar to the one developed in Bachèlery et al.
(2016a), extending from 308S to 78N and from 108W to the southwestern coast of the African continent (Figure 1d). Both conﬁgurations are developed at an eddy-resolving resolution of 1/128, with 37 sigma vertical
levels stretched in the surface layer. Within the SEP (SEA), conﬁguration model North/West/South (West/
South) lateral boundaries are open using a mixed radiation-nudging scheme (Marchesiello et al., 2001), and
forced by 5 day mean temperature, salinity, sea level, and currents ﬁelds derived from SODA reanalysis (see
section 2.3). Initial conditions (potential temperature, salinity, horizontal current, and sea surface height) are
estimated from January 2000 SODA outputs. Topography is derived from GEBCO_08 global elevation database at 30 arc-second spatial resolution (http://www.gebco.net). Note also that a linear adjustment of ROMS
model bathymetry to SODA bathymetry is made at ROMS open lateral boundaries within a 28 width band in
order to ensure continuity of both model solutions (SODA and ROMS). The 10 m-wind amplitude and wind
stress forcings come from daily QuikSCAT gridded data, while for surface heat/water ﬂux forcing, we used
daily averages of atmospheric ERA-Interim reanalysis using bulk formulations (Kondo, 1975). As no river discharges are taken into account in ROMSSEA simulations, model Sea Surface Salinity (SSS) is restored to the 5
day-interannual SODA SSS.
For both conﬁgurations, model solutions reached a statistical equilibrium (in terms of upper ocean stratiﬁcation and eddy kinetic energy levels) after 5 years of spin-up performed by forcing the model with climatological forcings estimated over the 2000–2008 period. Then, simulations were performed over the 9
years spanning the 2000–2008 period, during which daily averages of model state variables (temperature, salinity, currents, and sea surface height) were stored. The pressure ﬁeld is calculated ofﬂine as the
integral of the density from the sea level to the bottom of the ocean, using the Thermodynamic Equation Of SeaWater 2010 (TEOS-10) from Gibbs-SeaWater Oceanographic Toolbox (McDougall & Barker,
2011).
3.2. Evaluation of Model Performances
In this section, we evaluate the realism of our ROMS regional simulations in the SEP and SEA sectors over
the 2000–2008 period. Note that similar simulations have been validated in Dewitte et al. (2012), Illig et al.
(2014), and Bachèlery et al. (2016a). We focus here on the validation of the key properties that control CTW
characteristics, namely; (i) the mean vertical structure along the coast which shapes the CTW mode structures (see section 4) and (ii) the subseasonal variability which determines the subseasonal CTW mode contributions (timescale of interest in this study).
The mean vertical stratiﬁcation is well reproduced by our ROMS conﬁgurations. This is illustrated by the reasonable cross-shore sections along the Peruvian (Figure 1a, averaged within (88S–138S)) and the Namibian
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Figure 1. ROMS performance over the 2000–2008 period: (top) mean vertical cross-shore sections averaged along the
Peruvian coast between 88S and 138S (a) and along the Namibian coast between 208S and 258S (b) in function of depth
(m) and distance from the shelf (km). Alongshore currents (cm s21) are in color and white contours. 13–15–178C and 14–
168C mean isotherms are displayed in plain and dashed black lines, respectively. (bottom) Correlation maps between
modeled and observed (AVISO) 7 day averaged Subseasonal Sea Level Anomalies (SSLA) over (c) the South-Eastern Paciﬁc
(SEP) and (d) the South-Eastern Atlantic (SEA) sectors. Blue square patterns denote nonsigniﬁcant correlations (95% conﬁdence threshold, Sciremammano, 1979).

coasts (Figure 1b, averaged within (208S–258S)). The coastal upwelling signature is clearly marked in the
model outputs, as depicted by the coastward shoaling of the isotherms within 100 km from the coast, in
agreement with observational sections reported in the literature (Illig et al., 2014, Figure 2 and Gutknecht
et al., 2013, Figure 5). The differences between CARS2009 (Dunn & Ridgway, 2002; Ridgway et al., 2002) and
ROMS temperatures along these sections do not exceed 28C within the thermocline (not shown). The mean
SST is also realistic, with a noticeable cool bias (1.58C) in the coastal regions, which can be attributed to
the use of extrapolated QuikSCAT data in the coastal blind zone that tends to overestimate coastal wind
and associated upwelling (Desbiolles et al., 2016). The alongshore circulation in these eastern boundary
upwelling systems is well reproduced; portraying surface geostrophic equatorward currents and poleward
well-deﬁned undercurrents, in agreement with the modeling results of Dewitte et al. (2012) (their Figure 3)
and Bachèlery (2016) (her Figure 2.5). This realism of the vertical current structure and the associated shear
shape ROMS SEP and SEA mean geostrophic Eddy Kinetic Energy (EKE) patterns (not shown) which are
coherent with altimetry estimations, in agreement to analogous SEP (Dewitte et al., 2012) and SEA
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(Bachèlery et al., 2016a) ROMS conﬁgurations at 1/128 resolution. To assess the model skills in reproducing
the subseasonal variability, weekly averaged ROMS Subseasonal Sea level Anomalies (SSLA) are compared
to altimetric data (AVISO) in both sectors (SEP Figure 1c and SEA Figure 1d). Correlations between model
and observations are statistically signiﬁcant, with values larger than 0.5, along the equatorial waveguides
and along the southwest coast of the neighboring continents. This highlights the realistic subseasonal variability in the coastal fringe associated with remotely forced CTW and locally forced processes such as CTW
and upwelling variability. Note that further offshore, the lack of agreement between model and observations can be attributed to the mesoscale activity: in absence of data assimilation, observed and simulated
eddies are not expected to agree in their individual features.
In conclusion, the a priori low resolution (8 km) of the model conﬁgurations to solve the boundary layer
dynamics compared to the 5 km upwelling scales (Marchesiello & Estrade, 2010) is not detrimental for
achieving a fair realism of the parameters relevant for this study. The realism of our twin conﬁgurations of the
SEP and the SEA gives conﬁdence to further estimate the characteristics of the subseasonal CTW propagations
in these two systems.

4. Coastal-Trapped Wave Decomposition
For the sake of completeness, we summarize in this section the CTW theory. It is followed by the description
of the methodologies developed to extract the subseasonal CTW contribution to ROMS coastal variability
and the formulation of a linear CTW model.
4.1. Coastal-Trapped Waves Theory
Considering a linear Boussinesq, hydrostatic, free-surface ocean with frequencies smaller than the inertial
frequency f, and with alongshore scales larger than the cross-shelf scales, the equation of motion can be
solved by expanding the pressure perturbation p as free CTW modal structures Fn and their associated
amplitude /n (Brink, 1982; Chapman, 1987; Clarke & Van Gorder, 1986), such as:
pðx; y; z; tÞ5

11
X

Fn ðx; z Þ/n ðy; tÞ

(1)

n51

where x, y and z are cross-shelf (positive offshore), alongshore (positive poleward), and vertical (positive
upward) coordinates, and t is the time. For a slow varying medium, the eigenfunctions Fn ðx; z Þ represents
the free-wave modal structures which vary in the cross-shelf and vertical directions. They are solution to the
following eigenvalue problem:


ðFn Þz
ðFn Þxx 1f 2
50
(2a)
N2 z
subject to boundary conditions:
(2b) Free surface: gðFn Þz 1N2 Fn 50 at z50



(2c) No ﬂow through the bottom: ðFn Þz 1N2 hx f 22 ðFn Þx 1fcn21 Fn 50 at z52hðx Þ

(2d) No ﬂow through the coast: ðFn Þx 1fcn21 Fn 50 at x50
(2e) Coastal trapping: Fn ! 0 at x ! 1
where N2 ðzÞ is the buoyancy frequency and hðx Þ is the water depth which increases monotonically offshore
until reaching a constant depth (see schematics on Figure 2b). f is the Coriolis parameter and subscripts x
and z represent partial differentiation. The free-wave phase speed (cn ) is the eigenvalue of this problem.
Modal structures are orthonormal according to energy conservation (Brink, 1989), such as:
!
ð
ð
1

0

Fn  Fm 5f 21

2hð0Þ

½Fn Fm x50 dz1

0

hx ½Fn Fm z52h dx 5dnm

(3)

where dnm is the Kronecker delta. Only values of the eigenfunctions on the sloping shelf and coast are relevant, and it is where the eigenfunctions form a complete set.
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Figure 2. (a) ROMS-staggered Arakawa C-grid schematic with coastline positioned between land (red squares) and sea
(blue squares) cells. For each latitude, coast angle (h) and alongshore direction (white line) are determined by estimating
the least-squares best-ﬁt straight line over a 28-centered latitudinal width coastline position array. Cross-shore sections
(red arrow), perpendicular to the alongshore directions, pass through the rho-grid points closest to the coast (green
square). At each longitude and vertical levels, we interpolate ROMS ﬁelds onto the cross-shore paths using a bilinear interpolation scheme. Model pressure and bathymetry at the coast (x 5 0) are extrapolated from the near-shore rho-grid point.
(b) Cross-shore coordinate system deﬁnition, with cross-shore topography proﬁle (h(x)) and offshore Brunt-V€ais€al€a frequency (N2(x 5 xMAX), in 1026 rad2.s22). Note that, in order to be able to average ROMS ﬁelds in time (with time-varying
sigma depths), at each point and for each sigma vertical level, ROMS outputs are preliminarily interpolated onto the deepest sigma vertical level over the 2000–2008 period.

Once the solution of equation (2) is obtained, the alongshore current amplitudes (in a small wave number
and low-frequency approximations) can be derived as follows:
v ðx; y; z; t Þ5

1
X

Gn ðx; z Þ/n ðy; t Þ with Gn ðx; z Þ5

n51

21
Fnx ðx; z Þ
q0 f

(4)

In order to compute the free CTW modal structures and CTW linear model parameters along the coasts of
southwestern American and African continents, we applied a modiﬁed version of the Brink and Chapman
(1987) Coastal-Trapped Wave programs which solve equation (2), using a technique based on resonance
iteration approach (Brink, 1982; Wang & Mooers, 1976). For a given cross-shore section, providing the crossshore topographic proﬁle and the stratiﬁcation vertical proﬁle, they calculate the CTW mode structures
(Fn ðx; z Þ) as well as the associated phase speed (cn ). Calculus are performed at each cross-shore section
along the coast of SEP and SEA, based on the model mean stratiﬁcation and cross-shore bathymetric proﬁles of the twin ROMS conﬁgurations. We followed these steps:
1. Cross-shore topography: We ﬁrst estimate the position of the coast in both ROMS domains using the
model land mask. The alongshore direction is then computed based on a linear regression of the coastline over a 28 latitudinal window. At each latitude, the model topography is interpolated along each
cross-shore section from the coast to a given maximum offshore distance (Xmax). According to Brink and
Chapman (1987), Xmax is chosen such as it encompasses the continental shelf and slope. To satisfy this
condition, the latter has been set to 200 km in the SEP and to 400 km in the SEA sector. Additional technical details are given in Figure 2.
2. At each latitude, ROMS mean potential temperature and salinity proﬁles over the 2000–2008 period are
interpolated onto a regular 5 m vertical resolution grid over the whole water column. Then, offshore
mean stratiﬁcation vertical proﬁles (N2 ðx5Xmax ; zÞ) are computed from using the TEOS-10 formulation.
Note that ROMS stratiﬁcation remains fairly constant in the 400 km-width coastal band in both systems,
supporting our choice of extracting the stratiﬁcation at the offshore distance Xmax.
3. Pressure and alongshore current modal structures of the ﬁrst four free CTW modes (Fn ; Gn ; n51 . . . 4) are
derived at all cross-shore sections along southwestern American and African continents. For each coastal
section, equation (2) is solved on a 100 terrain-following vertical levels, sampling the cross-shelf direction
every 2 km.
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4.2. Coastal-Trapped Wave Modal Decomposition
At a given latitude, knowing the vertical structure of the CTW modes and ROMS alongshore current and
pressure along the associated cross-shore section, we aim at determining the amplitude of the gravest CTW
modes (/n ðy; tÞ) which varies both along the coast and in time. At each location along the cross-shore section, the amplitude of the eigenfunctions should satisfy equations (1) and (4). In this section, we ﬁrst recall
the general principle and hypotheses of the technique introduced by Church et al. (1986a) to estimate CTW
mode amplitudes from in situ observations. We then present our new methodology which allows inferring
CTW amplitudes from model outputs.
4.2.1. Moore-Penrose Inversion Solution (ROMSINV)
The Moore-Penrose inversion approach is a semiempirical methodology developed by Church et al. (1986a)
in order to infer CTW amplitude from sparse in situ observations. It is based on the inversion of a set of
equation accounting for the fact that at each point ðx; z Þ along a cross-shore section, the variability is
reduced to the truncated sum of the gravest CTW modes. For instance, in Church et al. (1986a) or Yin et al.
(2014), they estimated linear combinations of the ﬁrst three CTW modes. Aside from CTW modes, Church
et al. (1986a) also introduced a statistical offshore mode, in order to take into account the effect of the turbulent ﬂow near the coast. This additional mode serves as a closure condition for resolving the sets of CTW
mode equations, in absorbing energy associated with eddy activity. As opposed to CTW modes that have
their maxima on the shelf and near the bottom, the offshore mode portrays a repartition of energy, with a
maximum in the near-surface offshore region, which decays with depth and when approaching the shore.
Church et al. (1986a) used exclusively in situ alongshore current measurements and one additional statistical offshore mode on which part of the energy can project onto. Yin et al. (2014) used SLA measurements
concomitantly with alongshore current in situ data to estimate CTW mode amplitudes. They did not use
any statistical offshore mode in their decomposition.
Here, we merge both approaches, using ROMS outputs as extended ‘‘virtual’’ measurements and allowing
pressure and alongshore current ﬁelds to be used concomitantly. We use the four gravest CTW modes
along with offshore statistical modes for pressure and alongshore currents. Further information about the
implementation, along with equations, are provided in the Appendix A. In the following, this method will
be referred to as the inversion methodology and labeled as ROMSINV. This modal decomposition and its
limitations will be discussed in section 6. However, the main objective of this paper is not to evaluate the
skills of this methodology, but rather propose and validate our methodology adapted to CTW contribution
from model output analysis. The latter is presented in the following section.
4.2.2. Projection Methodology (ROMSPROJ)
The projection methodology relies directly on the orthonormality condition of the pressure modal structures along
the coast (at x 5 0) and at the bottom (z 5 0) (cf., equation (3)). Since, the pressure along a cross-shore section
(pðx; zÞ) can be expanded as the inﬁnite sum of orthogonal CTW modes (equation (1)), it follows that
P

P
p  Fn 5 m /m Fm  Fn 5 m ð/m dmn Þ 5/n . Therefore, CTW mode amplitudes (/n ) can be estimated such as:
!
ð
ð
1

0

/n 5p  Fn 5f 21

2hð0Þ

½p Fn x50 dz1

0

hx ½p Fn z52h dx

(5)

Only the values of pressure and eigenfunction on the sloping shelf and at the coast are relevant for this calculus. They are available from model outputs, but rarely available in in situ data collected. Note however
that the ROMS pressure values at the q-point closest to the coast (Figure 2) are assimilated to the coastal
point (at x 5 0).
This approach has the beneﬁt of a simple formulation and implementation. In the following, it will be
referred to as the projection methodology and labeled ROMSPROJ.
4.3. Linear CTW Model
The above calculation provides information that will be used to tune a multimode linear CTW model. The latter is used for evaluating the skills of ROMS modal decomposition, as its solution will be compared to ROMS
outputs. Following Clarke and Van Gorder (1986), CTW amplitudes should satisfy the solution of a simple Linear Coastal Model (LCM) of CTW propagations: each CTW mode n propagating poleward at the velocity cn,
forced by equatorial conditions (/n ðy50; t Þ) and alongshore wind stress (sA ðy; t Þ). The effect of wind-stress
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curl is assumed to be negligible, as the coastal boundary layer trapping scale is small relative to the alongshore length scales (Clarke & Brink, 1985; Clarke, 1977). The set of coupled ﬁrst-order wave equations writes:
ð/n Þy 2

11
X
1
ð/n Þt 1ann /n 5bn sA 2
amn /m
cn
m51

(6)

m6¼n

Without atmospheric excitation, CTW amplitude would decrease along their propagation due to bottom
friction dissipation (ann ). Modal scattering also occurs through a frictional coupling (am6mn¼n ). The frictional
decay and coupling coefﬁcients are deﬁned such as:
"ð
#
ð1
0


d
anm 5rf 22
Fn Fmx h21 x50 dz1
Fn ðx; 2hÞ ½rFmx ðx; 2hÞdx
(7)
dx
2hð0Þ
0
with r the bottom friction coefﬁcient (Clarke & Van Gorder, 1986).
The alongshore wind stress forcing is projected onto each CTW mode using the wind projection coefﬁcient
bn , deﬁned as:
ð
1 0
bn 5
½Fn x50 dz
(8)
fhð0Þ 2hð0Þ
The model deﬁned by equation (6) is integrated along the coast from its boundary conditions at the starting
point (y 5 0) and it is solved by the method of characteristics. In the algorithm developed by Clarke and
Van Gorder (1986), CTW multimode linear model parameters (namely cn , amn , and bn ) are a function of the
latitude along the coast, accounting for the alongshore variations in bottom shelf topography and
stratiﬁcation.
We developed twin conﬁgurations of the LCM model along the SEP and SEA coasts. For the two systems,
we use four CTW modes with their parameters (phase speeds, frictional coefﬁcients, and wind projection
coefﬁcients) being estimated using the outputs of ROMS modal decomposition (cf., sections 4.1 and 5.1).
CTW propagate poleward along the coastline (waveguide) deﬁned from the twin ROMS conﬁguration landmasks. According to the coastline curvature, LCM alongshore positions are estimated as the integrated distance (in km) from the equator along ROMS coastlines every 1/128. The grid is then subsampled every 0.58
(labeled as model station positions), where coastal QuikSCAT alongshore wind-stress subseasonal anomalies
and 0.58 latitudinal averages of CTW parameters are prescribed. To satisfy the LCM Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy
stability condition (Clarke & Van Gorder (1986, equation (3.20)) with a 6 h time step, the model grid is
divided into 5 km equidistant segments between two consecutive forcing stations. There, LCM linear
interpolations of model parameters and wind-stress forcing are used. In the SEP (SEA), the model is integrated from the equator to 38.88S (28.78S), corresponding to 5,461 (3,819) km.
CTW modes are forced in the equatorial sector by the incoming long EKW (Clarke, 1983; Moore, 1968). At
subseasonal frequencies, each EKW mode, forced in the western basin, reaches the eastern boundary at a
different time and carries different time scales of variability. So, each EKW mode is considered as an independent forcing for coastal propagations. Here, we use the four gravest EKW modes contribution to SSLA
estimated from SODA reanalysis (cf., section 2.3). In the Eastern Equatorial Paciﬁc (Atlantic), EKW contributions are averaged within (1058W–958W (58W–58E); 18S–18N), the most eastern location where the topography remains deep enough to accurately estimate the baroclinic modes. Time series are then shifted in time
to account for the delay required by the wave to travel along the equator from this location to the eastern
coast. In the Paciﬁc (Atlantic) basin, accounting for the speciﬁc velocity of each EKW mode, we use a lag of
10, 22, 34, and 40 days (7, 12, 17, and 22 days) for EKW modes 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively.

5. Results
In this section, we aim at disentangling the CTW contributions to the coastal variability from complex nonlinear dynamics simulated by high-resolution ocean models. Our ﬁnal objective is to describe and explain
the similarities and differences regarding the CTW dynamics and forcings of two systems that present different conﬁgurations, primarily in terms of the continental and shelf slopes (cf., companion paper, Illig et al.,
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2018). In this context, we evaluate the skills of a new and relatively simple methodology that has never
been tested out, the projection methodology (ROMSPROJ, cf., section 4.2.1).
As a ﬁrst step, we will use ROMS outputs (cross-shore topographic and stratiﬁcation vertical proﬁles) to estimate the CTW modal structures along the southwestern American and African coasts from the Brink and
Chapman (1987) formulation (cf., section 4.1 for the modal structure). Then CTW multimode linear model
parameters (phase speed, frictional, and wind projection coefﬁcients) will be derived and twin LCM conﬁgurations of the SEP and SEA (cf., section 4.3) will be developed. Next, CTW characteristics will be derived directly
from ROMS outputs using the projection methodology detailed in section 4.2.2 (ROMSPROJ). As the ROMS
model includes nonlinear terms and diffusive processes, the comparison of ROMS CTW mode amplitudes with
the solution of the simple LCM model will help evaluate if the modal decomposition of ROMS ﬁelds onto individual CTW modes behaves dynamically in a way similar to what is expected from linear theory (i.e., with CTW
wave dynamics characterized by the phase speed, frictional, and wind projection coefﬁcients estimated from
ROMS outputs). This will provide a benchmark for evaluating the skills of ROMSPROJ modal decomposition.
5.1. CTW Structures and Parameters
The ﬁrst four free CTW modal structures have been estimated along each cross-shore section along the coast
of SEP and SEA, every 1/128, using a modiﬁed version of Brink and Chapman (1987) programs and based on
ROMS mean stratiﬁcation and cross-shore bathymetric proﬁles of the twin ROMS experiments (cf., section 4.1).
Examples of CTW pressure (color shading) and alongshore-currents (contours) structures are shown in Figure 3
for cross-self sections along the Peruvian coast at 168S and along the Namibian coast at 278S. These latitudes
were chosen because they are associated with contrasted CTW structures, nearly barotropic in the SEA and baroclinic in the SEP. According to the theory, the nth order CTW pressure mode at the coast and at the sloping
shelf has n zero crossing(s). Note that numerical errors resulting in pockets of reversed sign in CTW pressure
structures at the coast (Brink & Chapman, 1987) were avoided by using a quasi-ﬂat topography between the
coast and the closest ocean q-point in the ROMS grid (Figure 2). The baroclinicity of the CTW modal structures
 (Huthnance, 1978). It allows quantifying the relacan be anticipated by calculating the Burger number S5aN=f

tive importance of the latitude (through the Coriolis parameter f), the mean coastal vertical stratiﬁcation (N)
and the cross-shore topography slope (a) on the nature of the CTW structures. Small S values correspond to fast
CTW approaching barotropic continental shelf waves, while large S values are associated with slow-propagating
baroclinic waves. The comparison between the two regions shows that the mean stratiﬁcation (averaged over
the ﬁrst 3,000 m) remains almost constant along the coast and similar values are estimated in both systems
(Figure 5 of the companion paper, Illig et al., 2018). As a consequence, in both regions, the shape of CTW modal
structures is primarily controlled by the steepness of the continental slope divided by the Coriolis parameter f
(see quantiﬁcations in the companion paper, Illig et al., 2018 in section 3.2 and Figure 5): Steep (gentle) topographic slopes are associated with baroclinic (barotropic) structures in the Humboldt (North Benguela) upwelling system, as illustrated on Figure 3.
Figure 4 presents the theoretical phase speeds (eigenvalues in equation (2)) at all cross-shore sections along
southwestern American (plain lines) and African (dashed lines) continents for the ﬁrst four CTW modes.
Gravest CTW modes are faster than higher-order modes and CTW propagate faster in the SEA than in the
SEP (Table 1), especially for latitudes higher than 208S (Figure 4). In both systems and for each CTW mode,
latitudinal variations of the wave velocity directly reﬂect the change in the nature of the CTW structures. In
agreement with the Burger number formulation, the poleward increase in the Coriolis force is associated
with more barotropic, faster CTW at high latitudes in both systems. This is reﬂected by the poleward gradual
increase in CTW phase speed for all CTW modes and in both systems. The latitudinal changes in the wave
velocity associated with changes in the coastal bathymetry and stratiﬁcation are more noticeable for the
ﬁrst CTW mode (black lines in Figure 4). The higher the mode order, the smoother the latitudinal variation
of the phase speed. For instance, the latitudinal variation in CTW mode 1 phase speed in the SEP clearly
depicts the coastal wave acceleration associated with the broader (steeper) topographic shelf
(a20 m.km21, S23.5) in the northern Peru (88S) and their deceleration when encountering the abrupt
bathymetry (a>50 m.km21, S2>12) off Pisco (at 158S). In the North Benguela upwelling system, the shallower and gentler bathymetry (a5 m.km21) yield a drastic increase in the CTW phase speed, associated
with fast nearly barotropic CTW (S < 0.25). Note that, the latitudinal variation of the CTW phase speed in the
SEA hardly portrays the steepening of the bathymetry off the Angolan coast between 13 and 188S. The
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Figure 3. Stratiﬁcation, eigenfunctions and eigenvalues along (top) the Peruvian coast at 168S and along (bottom) the Namibian coast at 278S. (left) The offshore
Brunt-V€ais€al€a frequency vertical proﬁle (N2(x 5 xMAX) in 1026 rad2.s22), with stratiﬁcation parameter (S2) speciﬁed in the lower right corner. On the right are the ﬁrst
three theoretical CTW modal structures, with normalized pressure structures (Fn, in 1025 (cm.s)21/2) in colors and associated alongshore velocity structures (v,
3100) in contours. v structures are in arbitrary units which are consistent such as if p were in dyn/cm2, v would be in cm.s21. The associated phase speed (cn in
m.s21) and dissipation coefﬁcient (ann in 1028 cm21) are listed in lower right corner of each subplots.

Figure 4. CTW theoretical phase speed (eigenvalues obtained from the CTW decomposition) in function of latitude along
the coasts of the SEP (plain lines) and the SEA (dashed lines). CTW mode 1, 2, 3, and 4 are in black, red, blue, and green,
respectively. Unit is m.s21. To better visualize fast and slower phase speed, we use a Log2 vertical scale.
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Table 1
CTW Parameters Averaged Along the Coast
CTW modes
Sector
SEP
(58S–388S)
SEA
(58S–278S)

CTW parameters

1

2

3

4

cn in (m.s21)
ann in (1028 cm21)
bn in (1022 (s.cm) 21/2)
cn in (m.s21)
ann in (1028 cm21)
bn in (1022 (s.cm) 21/2)

3.62 60.77
0.32 60.17
0.80 60.38
5.55 62.60
0.33 60.12
0.88 60.3

1.49 60.19
0.77 60.29
0.63 60.38
2.34 60.67
0.78 60.46
0.95 60.49

0.93 60.08
1.19 60.44
0.43 60.32
1.22 60.24
1.64 60.66
0.80 60.37

0.68 60.04
1.51 60.51
0.21 60.25
0.83 60.13
2.00 60.51
0.51 60.25

Note. Sector and latitudinal average region, CTW parameters and their respective units, mean values for the four
gravest CTW modes with latitudinal standard deviation indicated in superscript.

latter is actually compensated by the poleward decrease in vertical coastal stratiﬁcation off Angola (Figure 5
of the companion paper, Illig et al., 2018).
From each CTW mode eigenfunction, frictional decay and coupling coefﬁcients and wind projection coefﬁcients are also estimated at each latitude following equations (7) and (8). Note that for simplicity and lack of
information, the bottom friction coefﬁcient remained constant with a value of 0.05 cm.s21 (Brink & Chapman, 1987). The averaged values along the coast are listed in Table. 1. For each CTW mode, dissipation and
modal scattering are more important in the SEA than in the SEP, along with the amplitude of the wind projection coefﬁcients. Notably, south of 158S and in both basins, local wind stress forcing will project preferentially onto the ﬁrst CTW mode (cf. Figures 10c and 10d of the companion paper, Illig et al., 2018).

Figure 5. Lagged correlation between LCM CTW mode amplitude averaged between (7.58S–8.58S) time-series and LCM CTW mode amplitude at each latitude. Correlation coefﬁcients are displayed as a function of the latitude along the coast and in function of the lag (in days), along the southwestern coasts of (top) South
America and (bottom) Africa. Shading indicates correlation with a level of signiﬁcance larger than 95% (Sciremammano, 1979). The analysis is performed for the
four gravest CTW mode contributions (from left to right). Blue dots indicate the lag of maximum correlation in function of the latitude (every 2.58). White dashed
lines are the least-squares best-ﬁt straight lines passing through the maximum correlation at each latitude. The associated slope or propagation velocity (in m.s21)
is indicated in the lower right corner of each plot.
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Hence, SEP and SEA coastal domains present distinct mean CTW vertical structures and parameters. They
will thus provide different conﬁguration setups to test the modal decomposition methodologies. In the following section, these theoretical CTW parameters will be used to parameterize CTW multimode linear
model conﬁgurations along the coasts of SEP and SEA. The solutions will be used to provide a benchmark
for the evaluation of the skills of ROMS output modal decomposition.
5.2. CTW Amplitudes From Multimode CTW Linear Model Simulations
We developed twin conﬁgurations of the LCM model as presented in section 4.3. The model is run over the
2000–2008 period and daily averages of CTW mode amplitude are saved at each model station.
We ﬁrst performed a lag correlation analysis of the LCM CTW mode amplitude in order to infer the propagation velocity of each CTW mode in the SEP and SEA sectors (e.g., Figure 5 shows the results with a reference
latitude at 88S, similar to Figure 6 in Bachèlery et al., 2016a). In both systems, Figure 5 exhibits a clear lowfrequency poleward propagating CTW wave signal, with relatively high correlation coefﬁcients (>0.26)
extending latitudinally over the whole basin. We quantiﬁed the propagating coherency by computing the
maximum lagged covariance between the lagged-correlation values at 88S and the one at all latitudes.
Results are then normalized by the covariance estimated at 88S. For both systems, propagating coherency
values, averaged between 178S and 278S, are listed in Table 2. In agreement with the visual inspection of
Figure 5, high coherence values (>0.8) are found for the fast CTW modes 1 and 2. CTW modes 3 and 4 are
associated with lower coherence values (<0.6), which still remain high. The slope of the least squares best
ﬁt to the maximum correlation at each latitude (white dashed line in Figure 5) provides an estimation of the
mean latitudinal speed of the CTW. The results obtained for each CTW mode (listed in the lower right corner
of each subplot of Figure 5) remains in good agreement with the theoretical phase speed at 88S (Figure
4), with differences lower than 10%. Discrepancies are attributed to the fact that CTW are not free propagating waves: they are forced along their propagation by alongshore wind-stress and also because coupling
between the different CTW modes occurs (equation (6)). We also observe a deﬂection of the high correlation patterns at high latitudes in the SEA (blue crosses in Figure 5), away from the linear slope of maximum
correlations, and toward larger phase speed propagations. This is in agreement with the barotropic CTW
properties of the Northern Benguela detailed previously (Figure 4).
LCM summed-up contribution of the four CTW modes to the subseasonal coastal variability is then compared to ROMS outputs. Figure 6 provides a Taylor diagram (Taylor, 2001), summarizing the agreement

Figure 6. Taylor diagram illustrating the comparison between LCM and ROMS coastal (0.58 width band) SSLA over the
2000–2008 period at each latitude (speciﬁed by the color of the point) along the coasts of the (a) SEP and the (b) SEA. The
radial coordinate gives the magnitude of total standard deviation, normalized by the one of ROMS value, and the angular
coordinate gives the correlation. It follows that the distance between the reference point (ROMS, red strikethrough circle)
and any LCM point is proportional to the RMS difference between ROMS and LCM coastal SSLA. Isolines provide a measure of the skill as deﬁned by equation (4) from Taylor (2001). Dashed radius line denotes the limit of the 99% signiﬁcance
level for the correlation (Sciremammano, 1979).
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Table 2
Propagating Coherence Estimated From CTW Amplitude Lagged-Correlation Analysis With LCM (Figure 5), ROMSPROJ (Figure 8),
and ROMSINV Outputs, for the Southeastern Paciﬁc (Atlantic) Sector, Averaged Between 178S and 278S (in brackets)
CTW modes

LCM
ROMSPROJ
ROMSINV

1

2

3

4

0.94 (0.83)
0.89 (0.71)
0.65 (0.58)

0.92 (0.85)
0.64 (0.52)
0.34 (0.50)

0.51 (0.59)
0.39 (0.43)
0.14 (0.03)

0.59 (0.55)
0.12 (0.22)
0.09 (0.11)

Note. Coherence values larger than 0.5 are in bold. See sections 5.2 and 5.3 for further details on the calculation of
the coherence.

between LCM and ROMS coastal (0.58 width band) SSLA time series at each latitude along the coast every
0.58 (color of the points). In this polar plot, the azimuthal angle provides a measure of the correlation (R)
between LCM and ROMS SSLA time series. The radial distance from the origin (r) to any point is the ratio of
LCM Root Mean Square (RMS) to that of ROMS. ROMS point, marked with a red strikethrough circle, is
located at (R 5 1; r 5 1). The distance from any point to ROMS point is equal to the normalized error (ratio
of the RMS difference between LCM and ROMS coastal SSLA to the RMS of ROMS time series). Given the
time scales of ROMS and LCM coastal subseasonal SLA, we estimated that the 2000–2008 daily time series
have a minimum of 150 degrees of freedom (following Sciremammano, 1979). As a result, the threshold of
the 99% signiﬁcance correlation is 0.26. It is represented by the red dashed radius line in the diagrams. The
comparison between LCM and ROMS indicates that LCM solutions agree well with ROMS coastal SSLA in
both systems, with adequate levels of energy and correlation coefﬁcients signiﬁcant at a 99% level for each
latitude. This highlights the importance of the CTW dynamics on the observed SSLA variability in the SEP
and the SEA sectors, associated with the subseasonal equatorial forcing and with the local wind-stress ﬂuctuations. Notably, LCM is more skilful at higher latitudes, in particular in the North Benguela upwelling system (Figure 6b), where the coastal dynamics responds to the local wind forcing (Goubanova et al., 2013;
Hormazabal et al., 2001; companion paper, Illig et al., 2018). The marginally lower agreement in the equatorial band is most likely due to the simpliﬁed formalism of the LCM that is not able to reproduce the complex
processes associated with the coastal dynamics simulated by ROMS. In particular, the reﬂection of the EKW
into equatorial Rossby waves and the radiation of extra-equatorial Rossby waves, along with the nonlinear
dynamics associated with the subseasonal mesoscale activity, is not represented in the LCM. Note that the
LCM skills could be improved by tuning the bottom friction coefﬁcient r which controls the amplitude of
the model frictional coefﬁcient (equation (7)). It is reminded that in our twin conﬁguration of the LCM, r is
kept constant and equal to 0.05 cm.s21 in both systems and at all latitudes (cf., section 5.1).
The overall good agreement between ROMS and LCM coastal SSLA in both systems also gives conﬁdence in
the LCM solutions to provide a guideline for the assessment of CTW mode amplitude estimated from ROMS
modal decompositions. In this context, top plots of Figure 7 present the amplitude of each LCM CTW mode
along the coast of southwestern American and African continents, in terms of coastal SSLA RMS. Results
show that the SEP and SEA systems exhibit different relative contributions of each CTW modes at subseasonal timescales. In the SEP, the ﬁrst CTW mode is the most energetic all along the coasts of Peru and Chile (in
agreement with the hypothesis of Brink, 1982), while CTW mode 2 carries 50% less energy than CTW
mode 1 (Figure 7a). CTW modes 3 and 4 have minor contributions. Conversely, in the SEA, the dynamics
appears to be more complex, with a predominance of the second CTW mode from the equator to 138S,
while further poleward the ﬁrst CTW mode is the most energetic (Figure 7b). This is in agreement with the
coastal propagation velocities estimated by Polo et al., (2008). North of 208S, higher-order CTW modes
(mode 3 and 4) have a substantially larger contribution to the coastal variability than that in the SEP. The
differences between the two systems in terms of dynamics and forcings are further discussed in the companion paper (Illig et al., 2018). For this study, Figures 7a and 7b provide a useful guideline for the amplitude of each CTW mode contribution in the two systems showing relatively different CTW dynamics. It
should be kept in mind that LCM has a simpliﬁed formulation which can account for some divergence
between LCM and ROMS or between LCM and observations. Also, differences between the two systems will
provide a sensitivity test for the evaluation of the modal decomposition methodologies.
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Figure 7. RMS of CTW mode contribution to coastal (0.58 width band) SSLA for (top) LCM and (middle) ROMSPROJ solutions, in function of the latitude along the coast. Unit is cm. Correlation coefﬁcients between SSLA from ROMSPROJ and
LCM for the two gravest CTW modes are displayed on the bottom plots. Dashed horizontal lines denote the limit of the
99% signiﬁcance level for the correlation (Sciremammano, 1979). CTW mode 1, 2, 3, and 4 are in black, red, blue and
green, respectively, and analyses along the southwestern coast of South America (Africa) are displayed in the left (right)
plots.

5.3. Subseasonal CTW Mode Contribution to Model Coastal Variability
In this section, the skills of our new modal decomposition technique (presented in section 4.2.2) are evaluated in the light of the results obtained with the linear CTW model solutions and against expected theoretical CTW characteristics. The amplitude of the ﬁrst four CTW modes is thus estimated using ROMS model
pressure ﬁeld along each cross-shore section in both systems based on the projection onto the
CTW eigenfunctions (equation (5)). Time series are then ﬁltered in order to retain only the subseasonal
frequencies.
We ﬁrst compare the amplitudes of each ROMSPROJ subseasonal CTW mode to the solutions of LCM simulations. The middle plots of Figure 7 present the magnitudes of the four gravest CTW mode contributions to
coastal SSLA that are estimated using the projection methodology for the SEP (left plots) and the SEA (right
plots) coastal fringes. Results show that in both basins the amplitude of CTW modes derived from ROMS
outputs using ROMSPROJ methodology (Figures7c and 7d) and the LCM outputs (Figures 7a and 7b) are in
very good agreement. ROMSPROJ outputs indeed capture the level of energy of each CTW mode and the
main characteristics of each system as simulated by the LCM. In the SEP, CTW mode 1 is the most energetic
with a poleward increase in amplitude (coastal SSLA RMS) from 1.75 cm at 108S to larger than 2.5 cm
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Figure 8. Same as Figure 5 but for ROMSPROJ CTW mode amplitude.

south of 348S (Figures 7a and 7c). In the SEA, our new methodology depicts the transition between the
dominance of the second CTW mode north of 138S (CTW mode 2 coastal SSLA RMS >2cm at 78S) and the
control of the variability by the ﬁrst CTW mode further poleward (CTW mode 1 coastal SSLA RMS >2.5 cm
at 248S) (Figures 7b and 7d). The amplitudes of the higher-order CTW mode are also in good agreement
between the two estimations. The comparison between ROMSPROJ modal decomposition and LCM outputs
is further examined by computing the correlation between ROMSPROJ and LCM coastal SSLA. Results are displayed in Figure 7e for SEP and Figure 7f for SEA. For the two gravest subseasonal CTW modes, there is a
good agreement between ROMSPROJ and LCM outputs, with signiﬁcant correlation coefﬁcients (>0.26) all
along the coast in both systems. However, the correlation coefﬁcients between ROMSPROJ and LCM outputs
are not signiﬁcant for modes 3 and 4 (not shown). The discrepancies between ROMSPROJ and LCM will be
discussed in the following section.

Figure 9. Similar to Figure 4, but CTW mode propagation velocity (m.s21) are estimated from ROMSPROJ CTW modes
amplitude. For each CTW mode and each latitude, propagation velocity is estimated by linear regression that best ﬁts the
maximum lagged correlation analysis within a 58 latitudinal window (similar to Figure 8).
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To further evaluate the skills of our projection methodology, we estimated the propagating characteristics
of ROMS inferred CTW mode contributions. In order to estimate the propagation velocity of each CTW
modes in SEP and SEA sectors, we performed the same lag correlation analysis as the one estimated with
LCM outputs (Figure 5) but, instead using ROMSPROJ CTW mode contributions to coastal SSLA. Results, displayed in Figure 8, exhibit a clear signature of CTW propagation along the coast of SEP and SEA, with high
coherency (correlation > 0.26) extending latitudinally quite far south. In particular, the two gravest CTW
modes exhibit a signiﬁcant correlation which extends to the southern boundary of our domain. Correlation
patterns are in fair agreement with the results obtained with LCM outputs (Figure 5), however narrower
bands of signiﬁcant and positive correlations are evident and most likely associated with ROMS nonlinear
coastal mesoscale dynamics. Propagating coherencies have been quantiﬁed using a covariance analysis
along the line that best ﬁts the maximum correlation (dashed lines in Figure 8). Coherency estimations averaged between 178S and 278S are listed in Table 2 for each CTW mode and for the two systems. Values are
considerably lower than the ones obtained with LCM outputs but remain high for CTW modes 1 and 2. CTW
modes 3 and 4 are signiﬁcantly less coherent, which differs from LCM outputs. As mentioned before, discrepancies associated with high order CTW modes may be due to the simpliﬁed LCM dynamics. CTW propagating velocities are then estimated based on the slope of the least squares best ﬁt to the maximum

Figure 10. Space-time power spectral density (Hayashi, 1982) of ROMSPROJ CTW modes contribution to coastal SSLA, in
(top) the SEP and (bottom) the SEA for the (left) ﬁrst, (middle) second, and (right) third CTW mode as function of wavelength (degree, left scale) or wavenumber (degree21, right scale) and period in days (bottom scale). In the SEP (SEA), the
analysis is performed within a 328 length (248 length) coastal band extending from 38S to 358S (38S–278S) and spectra are
calculated for the wavelength/wavenumber indicated with horizontal dashed lines. Units are cm2. Hatched area indicates
a range of theoretical dispersion curves estimated using the latitudinally averaged phase speed 6 1 standard deviation
listed in Table 1.
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correlation and are listed in lower right corner of each plot in Figure 8. Results indicate that the projection
methodology successfully extracts poleward propagating CTW modes with phase speeds close to the theoretical ones for the four gravest CTW modes and in the two basins. Indeed, discrepancies between ROMSPROJ CTW mode velocity and the one estimated with LCM outputs using the same methodology (Figure 5)
are lower than 20%. Finally, phase speeds are estimated at all latitudes along the coast, ﬁtting the best line
through the scattered plot of the lag that maximizes the correlation between the CTW mode amplitude at a
given latitude and the ones within a 58 centered latitudinal window versus the distance from the central
point. Results are displayed in Figure 9 for the four gravest CTW modes and for the SEP (plain lines) and SEA
(dashed lines) sectors. The obtained values are in very good agreement with the theoretical ones (Figure 4).
Indeed, they exhibit the larger phase speeds of the SEA compared to SEP and they also nicely capture the
acceleration of the wave with the latitude that is associated with the increased Coriolis force in both systems and with the barotropic CTW associated with the gentle bathymetry in the North Benguela upwelling
system.
Finally, the frequency characteristics of ROMSPROJ CTW in the SEP and SEA are further investigated from a
space-time spectral analysis (Hayashi, 1982) applied to the contributions of the three gravest CTW modes to
SSLA. The resulting wavelength-frequency diagrams (Figure 10) show the rich spectrum of energy of longwavelength (>88 of latitude) at subseasonal timescales. It also highlights the signature of CTW propagations
since the dominant density peaks ﬁt the theoretical dispersion curves (hatched area). The latter are derived
from the CTW mode decomposition based on the latitudinally averaged phase velocity listed in Table 1. The
results presented in Figures 8–10 give conﬁdence in the ability of the projection methodology to disentangle CTW mode contributions from complex nonlinear coastal processes that control the coastal subseasonal
variability.

6. Discussion and Conclusions
In this paper, we introduce a new CTW modal decomposition technique based on a simple projection of
coastal and along-shelf bottom pressure onto CTW vertical structures. This method beneﬁts from a relatively
simple implementation and is adapted to ocean model outputs. To derive CTW characteristics along the
southwestern coast of the South American and African continents, we developed twin conﬁgurations of the
ROMS model that reproduces the variability fairly well. Model outputs allowed testing this methodology in
two coastal environments that present distinct characteristics in terms of types of CTW structures ranging
from baroclinic waves conﬁned along the steep topographic slopes of the Humboldt system to nearly barotropic waves in the North Benguela upwelling system. Focusing on subseasonal timescales, we were able to
extract the gravest CTW wave mode contributions with propagating characteristics that are remarkably consistent with theoretical values. In the SEP, the estimated CTW parameters are in agreement with the study
of Brink (1982). To our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst time that CTW contributions to the coastal subseasonal
variability have been derived and described in the SEA. As no estimation exists over the 2000–2008 period,
we relied on the solutions of a simple multimode linear CTW model tuned with CTW characteristics inferred
from ROMS CTW modal decomposition to further validate the derived CTW amplitudes in both regions. We
found a relatively good agreement between ROMS modal decomposition and the LCM outputs. Notably,
some discrepancies were reported, especially for the nondominant high-order modes. On the one hand,
they may be attributed to the physics of the LCM that can somehow be too simpliﬁed to realistically simulate the dynamics of high order CTW modes. For instance, we did not take into account the interactions
between CTW and the mean alongshore ﬂow or seasonal to interannual variations of the ocean stratiﬁcation in the LCM implementation, which can impact the phase speed of the CTW, changing the timing of the
coastal waves and thus decreasing the correlation between ROMS and LCM. Likewise, for simplicity purposes, we chose to not include in the LCM formulation the CTW modal scattering due to the change in the
shape of CTW wave structures from one latitude to another, as introduced by Johnson (1991) and implemented by Jordi et al. (2005). Also, ROMS nonlinear coastal mesoscale features can also erroneously project
some energy onto the CTW structures, which will limit the agreement with the linear model. This could be
tested by running noneddy-resolving ROMS simulations (by linearization of the momentum equation) as
conducted in Gruber et al. (2011). However, this is not within the scope of the present study. In conclusion,
in light of our validation exercise, we are conﬁdent that the proposed modal decomposition allows for disentangling CTW contribution from the complex coastal processes that control the coastal variability.
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Figure 11. (top) RMS of CTW mode contributions to coastal (0.58 width band) SSLA for ROMSINV solutions, in function of
the latitude along the coast. Unit is cm. (bottom) Correlation coefﬁcients between CTW mode amplitudes from ROMSINV
and LCM (ROMSPROJ) in plain (dotted) lines for the two gravest CTW modes in function of the latitude along the coast.
Dashed horizontal lines denote the limit of the 99% signiﬁcance level for the correlation (Sciremammano, 1979). CTW
mode 1, 2, 3, and 4 are in black, red, blue and green, respectively, and analyses along the southwestern coast of South
America (Africa) are displayed in the left (right) plots.

Our methodology is best suited for the modal decomposition of high-resolution ocean model outputs that
provide pressure information where CTW vertical structures are orthonormal (i.e., at the coast and on the
sloping shelf, see equation (3)). Using in situ observations, Church et al. (1986a) developed a semiempirical
methodology in order to infer CTW amplitude from ﬁxed mooring data array, in which the variability
observed within the coastal fringe is explained by the gravest CTW modes and one statistical offshore
mode. This methodology (ROMSINV) is presented in section 4.2a and our implementation is detailed in the
Appendix A. To our knowledge, this technique is the only methodology that allows deriving CTW amplitude
from in situ observations. However, the main drawback of this methodology lies on the fact that the coastal
variability has to be reduced to the sum of the gravest CTW modes. This can result in an incorrect linear
combination of CTW modes, because all that is taken into account is that their summed-up contribution
best ﬁts the coastal variability. This is all the more true in regions where the coastal dynamics is not governed to a large extent by CTW propagations, even if projecting part of the energy onto additional statistical
offshore modes can reduce this problem. However, this methodology was originally developed in order to
estimate CTW amplitude using a ﬁnite array of data from ﬁxed mooring lines, whose observation points
were located where CTW modes are not orthogonal (Church et al., 1986a; Yin et al., 2014). It showed some
skill for the interpretation of the coastal variability in terms of CTW propagations in the Australian Coastal
experiment (Church et al., 1986a, 1986b), in the East China Sea (Yin et al., 2014) and in the Bay of Biscay
(M. Kersale, personal communication, 2017). For completeness, it is interesting to succinctly evaluate here
the extent to which the ROMSINV technique yields consistent results with our projection methodology and
with the solutions of the LCM. Therefore, considering ROMS model outputs as an extensive set of measurement points, the skill of ROMSINV modal decomposition can be evaluated in various conﬁgurations (bathymetry proﬁle, stratiﬁcation, CTW mode contributions).
We ﬁrst estimated CTW contributions using the maximum available model pressure and alongshore current
subseasonal anomalies along each cross-shore section by arithmetically inversing the Moore-Penrose set of
equations (Appendix A, equation (A1)). Derived CTW subseasonal amplitudes are compared to LCM and
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Table 3
CTW Mode Amplitude From LCM, ROMSPROJ and ROMSINV Sensitivity Experiments to the Type of Input Data Considered
(pressure p and/or alongshore current v), Their Location Within Cross-Shore Sections Along the Coasts, and the Eventual Use
of Offshore Statistical Modes

Note. Results were averaged within (248S–268S) off the Chilean coast and within (128S–108S) along the Angolan coast.
Results include the explained variance of CTW mode 1, mode 2, and the explained variance of the summed-up contribution of the ﬁrst four CTW modes. CTW mode 1, mode 2, and the summed-up contribution of the ﬁrst four CTW
modes are compared to LCM solutions using Taylor score as deﬁned by 100 3 equation (4) from Taylor (2001). Green
(orange) cell shading highlights modal decomposition results for which the explained variance of the summed-up contribution ﬁrst four CTW modes is larger (lower) than 70% (40%) or a Taylor score between LCM and ROMS modal
decomposition larger (lower) than 70 (60) for the summed-up contribution of the ﬁrst four CTW modes.

ROMSPROJ solutions in Figure 11. Results show that in both basins the amplitude of CTW mode 1 from
ROMSINV (Figures 11a and 11b) is in good agreement with the amplitude of LCM (Figures 7a and 7b) and
ROMSPROJ (Figures 7c and 7d) CTW mode 1. ROMSINV CTW mode 1 solution slightly differs from LCM outputs
at lower latitudes, exhibiting less (more) variability in the SEP (SEA). In the SEA, the two methodologies provide
a similar level of energy for each CTW mode. North of 108S, the amplitude of CTW mode 2 is however slightly
underestimated in ROMSINV compared to the LCM reference. In the SEP, the amplitudes of CTW modes 2 to 4
are substantially larger in ROMSINV solution than in ROMSPROJ and LCM solutions. The correlation coefﬁcients
between ROMSINV and LCM and between ROMSINV and ROMSPROJ subseasonal CTW amplitudes (Figures 11c
and 11d) further conﬁrms that both methodologies provide similar results, in agreement with the LCM outputs, for the dominant CTW modes: CTW mode 1 in the SEP and CTW modes 1 and 2 (north of 138S) in the
SEA. We note however that ROMSPROJ CTW SSLA are in better agreement with LCM outputs than the one of
ROMSINV. Finally, the analysis of the propagating characteristics of ROMSINV CTW modes reveals signiﬁcantly
less coherent signals along the coast than for LCM and ROMSPROJ solutions (Table 2). The estimated propagating velocities (not shown) are in good agreement with the theoretical CTW phase speeds of the dominant
CTW modes, but unlike ROMSPROJ analysis, incoherent values are estimated for modes 3 and 4 in both systems
and for mode 2 south of 188S in the SEP. This can be attributed to the limitations of ROMSINV methodology
discussed above, i.e., erroneous high-order CTW mode amplitudes associated with the arithmetic inversion of
an overdetermined set of equations. Also, it is important to point out that ROMSINV modal decomposition is
performed using model inputs and eigenfunction values interpolated on ROMS grid (1/128–37 vertical levels).
This grid is coarser than the resolution at which CTW spatial structures are computed (2 km; 100 vertical levels), and the CTW structures do not fully satisfy the eigenfunction orthonormality condition (equation (3),
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Figure 12. CTW eigenfunctions (Fn in 1025 (cm.s)21/2) at the coast (brown shading) and along the bathymetry, as a function of depth (left scale) and cross-shore distance (right scale). Left (right) plot shows Fn values off the Chilean coast at
258S (Angolan coast at 118S). CTW mode 1, 2, 3, and 4 are in black, red, blue and green, respectively. Horizontal dashed
grey lines indicate the location of the center of ROMS w-grid cells along the bathymetry. For readability, the 38 ROMS
points sampling the water column at the coast are not shown.

Brink, 1989). For a given cross-shore section, the product between CTW eigenvectors should remain close to
zero for m ¼
6 n and close to one for m5n. Maximum differences (30%) were indeed obtained along the
steep continental slope along the coast of Northern Chile. Notably, differences lower than 5% are estimated in
the Benguela upwelling system, where a gentler bathymetry is encountered.
We also brieﬂy carried out sensitivity experiments to the type of input data considered in ROMSINV modal
decomposition (pressure and/or alongshore current), their location within cross-shore sections along the
coasts of SEP and SEA, and the use of off-shore statistical modes. As an example, we present some results
conducted using ROMS outputs at 258S off Chile and along the coast of Angola at 118S. These locations
were chosen because they correspond to the latitude at which the remote equatorial forcing fades out in
the analysis of subseasonal coastal SLA (cf., companion paper, Illig et al., 2018) and also because two moorings have been deployed at 118S in the SEA (Kopte et al., 2017). Note also that we implemented the inversion technique with four CTW modes (cf., Appendix A). It is most likely that including more CTW modes in
the Moore-Penrose system would impact the obtained solutions. However, this is beyond the scope of our
objectives to test all the possible scenarios. Results are summarized in Table 3, in which LCM solutions are
regarded as the reference. Table 3 reveals that using the maximum available pressure data concomitantly
with alongshore current data results in CTW amplitudes in better agreement with LCM and ROMSPROJ outputs. In both systems, pressure data appear to be more valuable than alongshore current data to infer realistic gravest CTW modal amplitudes. In the SEP, the inclusion of offshore modes in the Moore-Penrose
system appears to be instrumental to infer a suitable solution. In the SEA, our statistical mode might be
slightly too offshore to absorb a signiﬁcant amount of energy. As expected from the orthonormality properties of the CTW eigenfunctions (cf., section 4.1 and equation (3)), pressure data along the bathymetry and at
the coast are sufﬁcient to capture the gravest CTW mode signature. The number of data could even be
decreased by selecting particular locations to build a well determined system of equations. It would require
inspecting the values of the pressure structures of the gravest CTW modes, where they form a complete set,
i.e., at the coast and along the bathymetry. Positions where particular CTW eigenfunctions encounter
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maximum amplitudes and where others pass through nodes should be depicted. An example is given in
Figure 12 which overlays the ﬁrst four CTW eigenfunction at 258S along the coast of Chile and at 118S along
the Angolan coast, following the path where eigenfunctions are orthonormal. For instance, in the SEA at
118S, in addition to a coastal mooring, bottom pressure measurements at 32 km (CTW m2 5 0), 105 km
(CTW m10) and 200 km (statistical offshore mode) offshore would allow disentangling the contribution
of the remotely forced second CTW mode from the wind-forced ﬁrst CTW mode, with CTW modes 3 and 4
having small contribution (cf., companion paper, Illig et al., 2018). As the stratiﬁcation and the cross-shore
bathymetry shape the CTW vertical structures (section 5.1), such diagnostics can help design a coastal
observation network for the monitoring of the passage of CTW at key latitudes along the coast.
The overall good agreement between ROMS and LCM coastal SSLA along the coast of southwestern South
American and African continents highlights the importance of the CTW dynamics which controls a substantial part of the subseasonal coastal variability. We believe that the ability of the linear model to reproduce
the coastal subseasonal variability is encouraging for the understanding of the low-frequency coastal variability in both systems. In the companion paper (Illig et al., 2018), we will beneﬁt from the ROMS and LCM
estimations of the dominant CTW mode amplitudes to investigate the similarities and the differences
between the two basins regarding the connection with equatorial variability as observed from altimetry. In
particular, the experimentation with ROMS and LCM models will allow disentangling the signature of CTW
propagations triggered by local wind-stress ﬂuctuations on the coastal variability from that associated with
the oceanic remote equatorial forcing.

Appendix A: Inferring CTW Mode Amplitude With the Inversion Methodology
ROMSINV
In this section, we recall the equations and provide details on our implementation of the inversion methodology (ROMSINV), originally developed by Church et al. (1986a) to infer the amplitude of the gravest CTW
modes from in situ observations.
The general principle of ROMSINV extraction technique is built on the hypothesis that along a cross-shore section, the observed variability is explained only by the sum of the gravest CTW modes and possibly additional
statistical offshore modes. In this study, ROMS model outputs provide ‘‘virtual’’ measurements of pressure and
alongshore current at the model grid points. We use the four gravest CTW modes, whose pressure (alongshore current) spatial structures which depend on the distance from the coast and the depth, are estimated in
section 5.1 and noted F1 , F2 , F3 , and F4 (G1 , G2 , G3 , and G4 ). We also use two statistical modes, labeled SP ðx; zÞ
and SV ðx; zÞ, which are the statistical pressure and alongshore currents offshore modes, respectively. Following Freeland et al. (1986) and Church et al. (1986a), SP ðx; z Þ (SV ðx; zÞ) is deﬁned as the linear regression coefﬁcient between ROMS offshore subseasonal pressure (alongshore current) time series at z51; 000 m and the
subseasonal pressure (alongshore current) time series at all locations within the cross-shore section.
It follows that, at each cross-shore section, the amplitude the CTW modes should be a solution of the following equation system, with a minimum residual:
U5MY

(A1)

where:
* U is a vector listing N available pressure (pðx; zÞ) measurements and M available alongshore current
(v ðx 0 ; z 0 Þ) observations along a cross-shore section, such as:
2
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* M is a matrix containing the structure of the gravest CTW modes and the offshore statistical modes at the
location of the measurement points. M writes:
2
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* Y is the unknown of the system, i.e., the amplitudes / of each CTW and statistical modes, such as:
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Equation (A1) is solved by least squares ﬁt. The term Y is the Moore Penrose solution:
h
21 i
Y5 MT M MT U

(A2)

solved using singular value decomposition (see Church et al., 1986a for more details), using an effective
rank R55. Note that in order to give the same weight to the pressure and alongshore current equations,
CTW
modes in M are normalized by their spatial standard deviation. Then, each element of
h and
i
21statistical
MT M MT is multiplied by the associated norm before calculating Y in equation (A2).
Since the depth of ROMS sigma levels varies in time due to SLA ﬂuctuations (Song & Haidvogel, 1994), at
each grid point, ROMS pressure and alongshore current ﬁelds are interpolated to their minimum depth
encountered over the 2000–2008 period. This allows to compute subseasonal anomalies on time-ﬁxed vertical levels, as well as to accurately estimate the pressure and alongshore statistical modes. Note that, this
costly step is mandatory for the inversion methodology, but not for the projection methodology, for which
subseasonal anomalies can be calculated after the projection of pressure ﬁeld onto CTW modal structures
(equation (5)). Notably, CTW structures are estimated over a ﬁner grid (2 km-100 regularly spaced sigma vertical level grid) than ROMS grid (1/128–37 sigma vertical levels stretched in the surface layer). To apply
ROMSINV, we linearly interpolate CTW modal structures onto ROMS grid and proceed to the modal decomposition using ROMS pressure and alongshore current outputs at the model grid points.
Limitations of this method are discussed in sections 4.2.1 and 6.
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